The physics and detection of nanodust in the solar system
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Abstract. The mass distribution of small bodies in the solar system extends over more than 35 orders of magnitude, from asteroids to nanodust, which bridge the gap between molecules and macroscopic submicron grains. The small size of nanograin compared to the relevant basic scales gives them peculiar properties. Some of these properties affect their electric charging, and their large charge-to-mass ratio drives their acceleration to very high speeds in moving magnetised plasmas, as the solar wind and rotating planetary magnetospheres. The electric charge and/or high speed of nanograins have enabled them to be detected serendipitously in various parts of the solar system by several instruments designed to study larger dust, plasma particles, or waves, on a number of spacecraft. These discoveries have opened an emerging field of research, in which many open questions remain, in particular concerning the lower size limit of the particles.
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1. Introduction

According to the International Council of Chemical Associations, a nano-object is defined as having at least one external dimension between 1 and 100 nm (norm ISO TS 27687). For compact spheres, this corresponds typically to a few tens to a few $10^7$ atoms or small molecules (figure 1), so that nanodust lies at the frontier between macromolecules and bulk matter. This emerging field of research on nano-objects includes a various fauna, which is much more actively studied in the contexts of biology and nanotechnology than in astronomy and geophysics.

Figure 1. Number of atoms or molecules (black, left axis) and fraction of atoms or molecules located at the grain’s surface (red, right axis) as a function of particle radius for compact spheres.

Nanodust has been inferred a long time ago in the interstellar medium [1]. It is revealed there by a variety of observed phenomena: optical luminescence, near- and mid-infrared continuum emission and spectral bands, microwave emission, and far ultraviolet extinction [2]. The presence of nanodust outside the solar system is also inferred from the identification of presolar nanograins embedded in primitive meteorites [3] and in collected micro dust [4].

However, these grains cannot enter the solar system, as explained in section 4. Furthermore, the phenomena revealing nanodust in interstellar space are not likely to be observed in the solar system [2], mainly due to the small integrated depth involved, so that remote nanodust observations [5] are rare and nanodust detection is generally performed in situ. In the absence of dedicated instruments in operation, nanodust has thus been observed only recently in the solar system. It has been discovered in media as diverse as the solar wind [6] and cometary [7] and planetary environments (e.g. [8]). These discoveries were serendipitous, with some of them using instruments that were not designed to measure dust, but plasma particles or waves (e.g. [9]). Most of these detections were made possible by the high speed of nanoparticles, produced by acceleration by ambient moving magnetized plasmas: the solar wind [10], and/or rotating planetary magnetospheres [11].
Section 2 addresses small size effects, some of which affect the electric charge and increase its relevance. Section 3 studies the electric charge itself, which drives the high speed addressed in section 4. Finally, section 5 reviews nanodust detection, which was made possible by these latter effects.

2. What makes nanodust different?

First of all, nanodust has a large surface-to-volume ratio. Other differences arise when the particles’ size is smaller than the basic scales determining their behaviour in relation to radiation and/or the ambient plasma. Further differences arise because of the strong increase of electric charging effects as size decreases.

2.1. Large surface-to-volume ratio

The surface-to-volume ratio varies in the inverse proportion of size for three-dimensional compact particles, and still faster for lower dimensional ones, including those having a fractal structure (e.g. [13]). Thus a large proportion of atoms are lying at the grain’s surface (see e.g. [12] and figure 1). Surface atoms have too few bonding partners, yielding free radicals that produce chemical activity at the surface, surface reconstruction and coagulation (e.g. [14]), as well as changes in optical properties. Furthermore, the mean-square displacements of surface atoms are greater than within the grain, making the melting point and latent heat decrease, and the diffusion coefficient in the grain increase [12].

2.2. Size smaller than de Broglie wavelength: quantum confinement

From the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, confinement within a nanograin introduces an uncertainty in momentum, which plays an important role when the confinement energy becomes comparable to the thermal energy. Equivalently, the de Broglie wavelength $h/\text{mv}$ of an elementary particle of mass $m$ and speed $v$ sets the scale below which quantum effects become conspicuous. Since electrons (of mass $m_e$) at temperature $T$ have a thermal speed $\sim (k_B T/m_e)^{1/2}$ ($k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant), one expects changes in radiating properties of semiconductors at sizes $\lesssim h/(m_e k_B T)^{1/2}$. Since this is below the nanodust range for $T > 300$ K, quantum confinement effects are expected to be minor for solar system nanodust, although they are conspicuous in the cold interstellar medium [15].

2.3. Size smaller than mean electron free paths

The mean free path of electrons $l_e$ in most materials increases with energy above a few 100 eV, and has a minimum $\lesssim 1$ nm near tens of eV. Still below this energy, it increases as energy decreases up to $l_e \gtrsim 1$ nm near 1 eV [16].
This has important consequences for the electric charging of nanograins of size \( \lesssim l_e \) in plasmas: the sticking coefficient of the plasma electrons impacting the grain decreases below unity [17, 18, 19], and the electron secondary emission induced by impacting electrons exceeds the value for bulk matter [20, 21].

2.4. Size smaller than scales relevant for ambient radiation

The attenuation length of photons producing photoelectron emission in most materials (\( \sim 10 - 100 \) nm) largely exceeds the photoelectron escape length (\( l_e \sim 0.5 - 5 \) nm) [22]. Therefore, for nanograins of radius \( a \lesssim l_e \), the photoelectrons have a better chance to escape than from bulk matter, which increases the photoelectron emission yield - i.e. the number of ejected photoelectrons per absorbed photon [22, 23]. This effect can be counterbalanced by two further effects. First, the removal energy of an electron increases for very small grains since the image charge contribution \( \sim (3/8)(e^2/4\pi\epsilon_0a) \) adds to the work function [24]; this increases the photon energy required for photoelectron emission. Second, the wavelength of radiation mainly responsible for ionization \( \lambda \sim h\nu/E_{\text{Bohr}} \sim 0.1 \mu\text{m} \) (\( E_{\text{Bohr}} \simeq 10 \) eV is the Bohr energy) exceeds the nanodust size; hence the photon absorption cross-section is expected to decrease with grain size in proportion of \( a^3 \) (Rayleigh oblige), i.e. faster than the \( a^2 \) variation of the grain’s cross-sectional area. The final result depends on the grain size and material and on the ambient radiation.

Finally, the heat capacity of a nanograin can become so small that the absorption of a single photon changes significantly its temperature. This stochastic heating affects the radiating properties of interstellar grains (see e.g. [25]), but this is not so in the solar system because the intense solar radiation field produces a photon impact rate exceeding the grain’s heating rate (except below the nanometer size) [2].

2.5. Size smaller than the plasma Landau radius

In a plasma of temperature \( T \), the so-called plasma Landau radius

\[
 r_L = \frac{e^2}{(4\pi\epsilon_0k_BT)}
\]

(1)

is the distance below which the mutual electrostatic energy of two approaching particles of charge \( \pm e \) exceeds the kinetic energy of their relative motion, so that they significantly perturb each other’s trajectories. This scale determines the plasma particle cross-section for Coulomb collisions producing large perturbations. It is also of major importance for dust grains since the plasma particles approaching a grain of radius \( a \lesssim r_L \) induce polarization charges whose Coulomb attraction increases significantly the collected fluxes and thus modifies the grain charging (section 3.2). Furthermore, at this scale the charging becomes discretized [26] (section 3.2).

Since (1) can be written

\[
 r_{L(\text{nm})} \simeq 1.44/T_{\text{eV}}
\]

(2)

these effects hold in cold plasmas, as the Earth’s low ionosphere (see e.g. [27, 28]), the interstellar medium (see e.g. [29]), and the environment of outer planet satellites [26].
2.6. Nucleation on charged nanograins

The grain’s electric charge (Section 3) can affect its size via growth and/or disruption. Consider the growth via nucleation of water molecules on ice grains [30]. It is governed by the tendency of the system to minimize the Gibbs free energy, given for an uncharged grain by

\[ G = 4\pi a^2 \sigma - N k_B T \ln S \]

in the framework of liquid drop theory; here the first term is the surface energy \( \sigma \sim 0.1 \text{ J m}^{-2} \); the second term represents the energetic preference for condensation, \( N \propto a^3 \) being the number of grain’s molecules and \( S \) the supersaturation ratio (vapour pressure divided by saturation pressure). The first term produces an energy barrier which prevents nucleation on uncharged grains of size smaller than about 1 nm at \( T \simeq 130 \text{ K} \) in the Earth thermosphere. The grains’ electric charge changes this situation since it (Coulomb) attracts the incident dipolar water molecules, which decreases the Gibbs energy and suppresses the energy barrier for \( T \leq 130 \text{ K} \) [31]. This enables the numerous subnanometer charged “smoke” particles present in the thermosphere to act as condensation nuclei, therefore increasing by a large amount the formation of nanodust in this region [18] (see section 5.1).

2.7. Electrostatic and centrifugal disruption

The electrostatic field \( E \) at the surface of a nanograin of radius \( a \) and charge \( q \) increases in proportion of \( q/a^2 \); since \( q \) varies in proportion of \( a \) or less (Section 3.2), \( E \) can become very high for nanograins. When the electrostatic stress \( \propto E^2 \) exceeds the maximum grain’s tensile strength against fracture \( S \), it makes the grain explode (e.g. [32, 20]), so that the minimum size of a grain carrying \( Z \) elementary charges is [34]

\[ a_{nm} \simeq 0.4 Z^{1/2}(S/10^9 \text{ Nm}^{-2})^{-1/4} \]  

(3)

where we have normalized the maximum nano grain tensile strength \( S \) to the typical value for polycrystalline matter or tektites. This limit should be considered together with field emission; for example, for compact ice grains carrying one electron in Enceladus plume (not less because \( a \lesssim r_L \) and not more because of field emission, see section 3.2), (3) yields a minimum diameter of 1.4 nm [26].

Another size limitation can be produced by the centrifugal stress due to the grain’s spin induced by impacts of ambient particles [33, 20]. Contrary to the electrostatic limit, it concerns also uncharged grains. When the grain is charged and the time scales for the grain to be charged and to spin up are both smaller than the other relevant time scales, both effects can act simultaneously. In that case the grain minimum size is determined by the largest of both minima, which is set by centrifugal disruption if the temperature of the species making the grain spin satisfies \( T_{eV} > (S/10^9 \text{ Nm}^{-2})^{1/4} \). This is so for fragile grains, or warm media as for example the innermost interplanetary medium [35]. The minimum radius is then given by

\[ a_{nm} \simeq 0.5 \times T_{eV}^{1/3}(S/10^9 \text{ Nm}^{-2})^{-1/3} \]

(e.g. [34]) instead of (3).
3. How are nanograins charged in solar system plasmas?

3.1. Basics of electric charging

Dust grains charge by collecting and emitting charged particles, which changes their charge and electrostatic potential, which in turn changes the fluxes of incoming and outgoing charged particles, until an equilibrium is reached when the electric currents balance (see e.g. [36]).

In dense plasmas (figure 2, left), as in planetary ionospheres and the inner magnetospheres of outer planets, the photoelectron current is generally negligible. The plasma electron current largely exceeds the ion current because of the smaller electron mass (since both species generally have temperatures of the same order of magnitude), so that the grain charges negatively. This negative charge repels the incoming electrons, and an equilibrium is reached when the grain’s charge repels sufficiently the electrons so that their collected current balances that of the positive ions. For doing so, the grain’s electrostatic potential $\Phi$ with respect to the ambient plasma must ensure that the potential energy $-e\Phi$ equals a few times the kinetic energy of the plasma electrons. This yields $-e\Phi \simeq \eta k_B T$, where $\eta$ equals a few units. A roughly spherical grain of radius $a$ much smaller than both the plasma Debye length $L_D$ and the grains’ separation carries the electric charge $q \simeq 4\pi \epsilon_0 a \Phi$. Substituting the above value of $\Phi$ and using (1) yields the normalized grain charge $q/e$ at equilibrium

$$Z = -\eta a/r_L$$

where $\eta$ - of order of magnitude unity, can be calculated straightforwardly since the small size of the grain ensures that the particles are subjected to its Coulomb potential without intervening barriers of potential (the so-called orbit-limited condition, see e.g. [37]). In a Maxwellian plasma with one singly charged ion species of the same concentration and temperature as electrons and a sticking coefficient $\simeq 1$, we have $\eta \simeq 2.5 - 3.9$ for ion mass $m_i \simeq m_p - 30m_p$, $m_p$ being the proton mass [36].

In contrast, in the interplanetary medium and in dilute regions of planetary magnetospheres, the charge flux is generally dominated by photoemission produced by solar photons of energy exceeding the work function of the grain material (figure 2, right).
right). The grain thus charges positively until its positive charge binds sufficiently the photoelectrons to reduce their escaping flux so that it balances the flux of incoming plasma electrons. For doing so, the grain’s electric potential must provide the photoelectrons with a potential energy $-e\Phi$ equal to a few times their typical kinetic energy. Since for most materials exposed to the solar flux, the photoelectron velocity distribution can be approximated by a Maxwellian (of temperature $T_{ph}$) $[38]$, one has $e\Phi = +\eta k_B T_{ph}$ with $\eta$ equal to a few units. Therefore, a sunlit grain carries a number of charge units

$$Z = +\eta a/r_L$$

(5)

where $r_L$ is given by substituting in (1) the effective photoelectron temperature of a few $10^4$ K (in practice 1-4 eV).

These basic results can be modified by two effects. First, incident electrons of energy exceeding the typical atomic binding energy $E_{Bohr} \simeq 10$ eV can produce secondary electron emission. In addition to shifting the grain electric potential to more positive values, this effect can produce two stable equilibrium charges of opposite signs for a given grain in a given environment when the ambient electron velocity distribution is not Maxwellian $[39]$. Second, when the dust concentration is so high that the grains’ Debye spheres overlap, the electrons are depleted with respect to the ions since many of them rest on the grains’ surface, which in turn reduces the grains’ charge $[40, 41, 42, 26, 36]$.

### 3.2. Electric charging of nanodust

How does nanodust charging differ from this picture? First, as noted in section 2.5, when the grain radius is of order the Landau radius (1) or smaller, the polarization induced on a grain by approaching charges produces an electric potential that perturbs significantly their trajectories and modifies the charging currents. This polarization increases significantly the flux of particles whatever the grain charge (see e.g. $[29]$). Since the flux of repelled particles increases more than the other ones, this effect tends to make the negative charge more negative $[26]$. Such phenomena affect noctilucent cloud particles and meteoritic dust (see e.g. $[28]$) as well as nanograins in Enceladus plume $[26]$ (section 5.1).

Second, one sees from (4)-(5) that $|Z|$ is not large when $a \lesssim r_L$, so that a statistical treatment is needed. In that case, one must calculate the probability $f(Z)$ that a grain carry the electric charge $Ze$. In the simple case when the charging currents come from the ambient electrons ($J_e$) and ions ($J_i$) in stationary conditions, the probability can be deduced from the recurrence relation $f(Z)/f(Z+1) = J_e(Z+1)/J_i(Z)$ $[29]$. However, because of the small surface area, the charging time scale is large, so that nanograins may not carry their equilibrium charge; in that case, the problem must be solved numerically (see e.g. $[43]$).

Finally, for nanograins we have $e^2/4\pi\epsilon_0 a \simeq 1.4$ eV, so that the surface Coulomb electric field deforms significantly the potential barrier at the surface, which enables electrons inside to tunnel efficiently. In practice, this process becomes efficient when
the (inward) electric field exceeds $10^9$ V/m. An ejected electron near the surface of a grain of charge $Ze < 0$ will be subjected to the field amplitude $|E| \simeq (Z + 1)e/4\pi\varepsilon_0a^2$. Hence electron field emission limits the grain charge to $|Z| < (1 + 0.7a_{nm}^2)$ (e.g. [44, 29]). Note that ion field emission, which limits the positive charging, is generally negligible because it requires a much higher electric field.

In summary, when the grain’s size is of order $r_L$ or smaller, the equilibrium charge no longer decreases in proportion of the size, but remains comparable to one electron charge in a wide range of sizes, mainly because the probability that an uncharged grain collects an electron far exceeds the probability that a neutral or negatively charged grain collects an ion. This charging is crucial for their detection by plasma analyzers (section 5.1) and for their dynamics, which is addressed below.

4. Dynamics of nanodust in solar system plasmas

With the electric charge decreasing in proportion of the grain’s radius $a$ or less, the charge-to-mass ratio $q/m$ of nanograins becomes fairly high, and so does the acceleration by the Lorentz force, with major consequences on the dynamics in magnetized plasmas. Let us estimate $q/m$. In basic units, we have in order of magnitude $m/m_p \sim (a/r_B)^3$ for compact grains and $|q/e| \sim 1 + \eta a/r_L$ [26], where $\eta$ equals a few units (Section 3.1), $r_B \simeq 0.05$ nm is the Bohr radius, and $r_L$ the Landau radius of the charge species dominating the grain’s charging. Hence, in terms of the grain size and plasma parameters

$$|q/m| \gtrsim 3.5 \times 10^{-4} \times (e/m_p)/(r_L(nm) a_{nm}^2)$$

$$\gtrsim 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \times (e/m_p) T_{eV}/a_{nm}^2$$

(6)

Consider first nanograins in the interstellar medium close to the heliosphere, of approximate radius 100 AU (1 AU $\simeq 1.5 \times 10^{11}$ m is the Sun-Earth distance). With a relative velocity $V \sim 25$ km/s, a plasma temperature $T \sim 0.5$ eV and magnetic field $B \sim 3 \times 10^{-10}$ T (e.g. [45]), (6) yields a gyroradius $r_{gyr} \sim mV/qB \sim 0.05 a_{nm}^2$ AU. Thus $r_{gyr} < 100$ AU for $a < 50$ nm. Hence grains of this size are deflected and interstellar nanograins, for which $r_{gyr} \ll 100$ AU, follow the interstellar field lines and cannot enter the heliosphere (see e.g. [46]).

Now, consider the solar wind and the inner magnetospheres of outer planets, where the charging is dominated by respectively photoelectrons and plasma electrons, of energy around a few eV. From (2), $r_L$ is in the nanometer range, so that (6) yields

$$|q/m| \sim (e/m_p)10^{-3}/a_{nm}^2$$

(7)

and the Lorentz force generally dominates the other forces in magnetized plasmas.

4.1. Solar wind

To a first approximation, the solar wind plasma expands radially at a speed $V \simeq 400$ km/s, and carries a magnetic field, which has a spiral shape due to the solar rotation at $\Omega \simeq 2.7 \times 10^{-6}$ rad s$^{-1}$. The ratio of azimuthal to radial magnetic components at
heliocentric distance \( r \) is thus \( \Omega r/V \) in the ecliptic plane where lie most solar system objects, and the magnetic field radial component varies with distance as \( r^{-2} \). The magnetic field modulus is \( B \simeq 4.5 \times 10^{-9} \) T at \( r \simeq 1 \) AU where \( \Omega r/V \simeq 1 \) (see e.g. [47]).

We deduce from (7) that the angular gyrofrequency (normalized to \( \Omega \)) of a nanograin of radius \( a \) and velocity \( \mathbf{v} \) is \( \omega_{\text{gyr}}/\Omega = (qB/m)/\Omega \simeq 150/a_{\text{nm}}^2 \) at 1 AU, whereas its gyroradius (normalized to \( r \)) \( r_{\text{gyr}}/r \lesssim |(\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{V})_\perp|/(\omega_{\text{gyr}} r) \simeq 0.5 \times 10^{-2} a_{\text{nm}}^2 \) at 1 AU (the subscript \( \perp \) denotes the component \( \perp \mathbf{B} \)). Both quantities increase with distance inward of 1 AU, but the normalized gyroradius remains roughly constant farther out since the magnetic field there varies roughly as \( 1/r \).

Hence at any heliocentric distance a nanoparticle of radius < 10 nm has a gyroradius smaller than the distance, so that it is quickly picked-up by the solar wind and accelerated roughly to the drift velocity, equal to the projection of the solar wind velocity normal to the magnetic field, which amounts to about 300 km/s at 1 AU [10] (figure 3). This holds provided that the nanoparticle is released farther than about 0.2 AU from the Sun; at closer distances, nanograins can be trapped by the combined actions of the solar gravitational attraction, the magnetic mirror force and the centrifugal force [48].

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Speed of nanodust and 0.1 \( \mu \)m particles as a function of heliocentric distance, showing the nanodust accelerated at about 300 km/s at 1 AU (left, adapted from [49]). Trajectories of 3 nm radius particles projected on the solar magnetic equatorial plane for three initial longitudes and different initial latitudes (indicated on the figure), showing the particles tending to follow the solar wind spiral magnetic field lines (right, from [50]).

### 4.2. Rotating magnetospheres

Most solar system planets are rotating about an axis making a small angle with the normal to their orbit, and have an intrinsic magnetic field. For the Earth and the giant outer planets Jupiter and Saturn, this field is roughly dipolar, with the magnetic dipole axis lying close to the spin axis \( \Omega \) (see e.g. [47]).

Consider a planet of mass \( M \), radius \( R \) and magnetic field amplitude \( B_R \) at equator. Assume a nanograin of charge \( q \) and velocity \( \mathbf{v} \) at distance \( r \), close to the equatorial plane where lie the satellites and other material, so that most grains are likely to be produced there. The plasma rotates with the azimuthal velocity \( \mathbf{V}_{\text{rot}} = \Omega \times \mathbf{r} \), and the Lorentz...
force \( F_L = q(\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{V}_{\text{rot}}) \times \mathbf{B} \) is directed outwards for \( q > 0 \), farther than the corotation distance. It therefore tends to eject nanograin small enough for the corotation potential energy \( \Phi_{\text{rot}} \simeq q\Omega BR^3/r \) to exceed half the gravitational energy \( \Phi_G/2 \simeq mMG/2r \); the grains released at radius \( r_0 \) are ejected with a speed \( v_{ej} \) approximately given by \( \Phi_{\text{rot}}/\Phi_G \approx 1/2 \)

\[
v_{ej}^2 \simeq (2MG/r_0)(\Phi_{\text{rot}}/\Phi_G - 1/2)
\]

Note that grains of gyroradius smaller than the scale of magnetic field variation remain confined along the closed magnetic field lines, so that (8) does not hold for too small grains.

Nanograin produced by volcanoes of Jupiter’s satellite Io are ejected in this way from Jupiter’s magnetosphere at speeds of nearly 300 km/s if their size lies between a few nanometers to a few tens nanometers. Similarly, nanograins emerging from Saturn’s icy moon Enceladus are ejected from Saturn’s environment, albeit at somewhat smaller speeds due to the smaller rotation rate and magnetic field of Saturn (see e.g. [8]).

5. In situ detection of nanodust in solar system plasmas

5.1. Nanodust detection with dust and plasma analyzers

The presence of nanodust in the Earth lower ionosphere was inferred long ago (see e.g. [51] and references therein) from the observation of noctilucent (‘night-luminous’) clouds (NLC), which revealed the occasional presence of aerosol particles in the polar low ionosphere. And the ubiquitous presence of so-called meteor smoke particles produced by ablation and subsequent recondensation of meteoric matter was suggested a long time ago.

These inferences have been confirmed by in situ measurements (see e.g. [52]), and nanodust has been shown to play a major role in the physics of the Earth’s polar mesosphere in summer at 80–90 km altitude, which is the coldest place on Earth. With a temperature < 150 K, below the water frost point, large quantities of icy nanograins can be produced there by condensation of water vapour on meteor smoke (section 2.6). These nanograins are at the origin of three conspicuous phenomena. First, nanograins large enough to scatter visible light produce the above-mentioned NLC’s (also known as Polar Mesospheric Clouds). Second, most nanograins are charged negatively (section 3.1), and since the Landau radius \( r_L > 0.1 \mu m \) at \( T < 150 \) K, most of them carry one electron (section 3.2) and act as sinks for ambient electrons, producing large decreases in plasma electron density. Third, the variations in plasma electron density strongly backscatter radio waves, producing Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes [53].

At higher altitudes in the Earth environment, a flux of nanodust of radius \( \lesssim 5 \) nm (mass \( \lesssim 10^{-21} \) kg) compatible with the interplanetary dust model at 1 AU (figure 5) has been measured by a penetration dust detector on the International Space Station in low Earth orbit; these particles may be either debris or interplanetary dust [54].

Farther out, the ion mass spectrometers on the spacecraft Vega’s [55] and Giotto [7], designed to study the composition of cometary dust, detected unexpected signals at
10^6 km from the nucleus of comet Halley. These signals were first thought to be spurious noise because the instruments were not designed to operate with such small particles, but a detailed analysis has attributed these observations to nanodust of mass \( \simeq 10^{-21} \) kg [7].

Nanodust has also been detected serendipitously in the environments of outer planets by instruments not designed to do so. A subsystem of the plasma spectrometer on Cassini, designed to measure electrons at Saturn, detected negatively charged particles of energy per charge corresponding to masses up to about \( 10^4 m_p \) and kinetic energy consistent with the spacecraft velocity, revealing large quantities of nanograins in Titan’s atmosphere [56]. The mainly negative charge agrees with expectations (section 3.2), as well as do the grains’ concentrations [57].

Still in Saturn’s environment, the same instrument also discovered a large concentration of negatively charged nanograins in the plume ejected by the geologically active icy moon Enceladus [58, 59]. The mainly negative charge and the minimum size of about 1 nm [59] are in agreement with expectations [26] (sections 2.7 and 3.2).

Nanodust was also detected serendipitously by instruments designed to measure dust grains of much larger size. In that case, the detection was made possible by the high speed of these particles (section 4.2). The dust analyzer onboard the spacecraft Ulysses detected ‘small events’ which were initially attributed to streams of \( \sim 0.2 \) \( \mu \)m grains coming from Jupiter at about 50 km/s [60]. Shortly after, these streams were recognized, from dynamics calculations, as made instead of nanodust \( \sim 10^3 \) less massive and moving \( \sim 5 - 10 \) times faster [61], well outside the calibration range of the instrument. These results have been confirmed and completed by observations from dust analyzers onboard the spacecraft Galileo and Cassini (see e.g. [8]) and by a wave instrument [62].

Similarly, the dust analyzer on Cassini has detected nanodust streams ejected from the Saturn environment and further accelerated by the solar wind [63]. As for Jupiter nanodust streams, these measurements were mainly based on dynamics calculations [8] (section 4) since the nanodust size and speed are outside the calibration range of the dust detector.

5.2. Nanodust detection with wave instruments

Wave instruments are routinely used in space for in situ plasma measurements via quasi-thermal noise spectroscopy [64]. This technique is based on the voltage fluctuations induced on electric antennas by the quasi-thermal motion of the ambient electrons and ions (figure 4) [65]. These fluctuations produce a peak in spectral density at the local plasma frequency, whose shape reveals the electron temperature and further plasma properties [66].

Charged dust grains passing closer than the Debye length (\( \sim 10 \) m in the solar wind at 1 AU) from the electric antennas also produce electric voltage fluctuations, whose detection, however, requires very large grain sizes and/or number densities [67, 68]. In contrast, a dust grain impacting the spacecraft (or antennas) at a large speed produces
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a strong shock compression which vaporises and ionises the dust as well as a part of the impact crater. This produces an expanding plasma cloudlet whose residual ionisation exceeds by several orders of magnitude the initial grain charge and can be used to detect the grain (figure 4). This technique was pioneered when the spacecraft Voyager crossed the dusty rings of Saturn; at this occasion, the inboard radio [69] and plasma wave instruments [70] detected dust grains, opening the way to microdust measurements with wave instruments in various environments (see [71], [68], [72] and references therein).

Figure 4. Principle of in situ measurements of plasma and dust via waves. Plasma particles passing-by the antennas (or impacting or being ejected) produce a quasi-thermal electrostatic noise whose power spectrum reveals plasma properties. Dust impacts at high speed produce partial ionisation of the dust and target, yielding an expanding plasma cloud. The cloud’s charges produce voltage pulses whose analysis reveals some dust properties. Adapted from [9] with the kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media.

The detection is based on the residual charge $Q$ carried by the electrons and/or the ions of the impact cloudlet, which can be recollected by a biased target. A spacecraft in the solar wind is positively charged (section 3.1) and thus recollects the cloudlet’s electrons [9, 73], making its floating potential change by $\approx -Q/C_{SC}$ ($C_{SC}$ being the spacecraft capacitance), so that a monopole antenna (which measures the difference of potential between an antenna arm and the spacecraft) measures a voltage pulse

$$\delta V \approx +\Gamma Q/C_{SC}$$

(9)

where $\Gamma$ is the wave receiver gain. Modern wave instruments include two independent parts: a time domain sampler measuring the voltage as a function of time at a high rate, and a frequency receiver measuring the time-integrated power spectrum. The individual voltage pulses produced by dust impacts can be detected by the time domain sampler, whereas the corresponding voltage power spectrum due to many impacts during the integration time can be detected by the frequency receiver of the instrument [74].

The impact charge $Q$ depends on the grain mass $m$ and speed $v$ and this dependence is used by the classical impact ionisation dust detectors [75], with various relationships
of the form $Q \propto m^\alpha v^\beta$ where $\alpha \simeq 1$ and $\beta \simeq 3 - 4.5$. The coefficients depend on mass, speed, angle of incidence, as well as grain and target composition \cite{76, 77}, and have not been measured for either nanodust or $v \gtrsim 70$ km/s \cite{75}. Furthermore, the huge strain rate $v/a \simeq 3 \times 10^{13}$ s$^{-1}$ for particles of radius $a \simeq 10$ nm impacting at $v \simeq 300$ km/s lies in a newly explored range of modelling (e.g. \cite{78}), whereas existing N-body simulations \cite{79} of the plasma cloud expansion corresponding to a fast nanodust impact only consider uncharged targets.

Nanodust detection was made possible by the high speed of nanodust together with the much faster increase of the impact charge with speed than with mass. Why does the impact charge increase much faster than the grain’s kinetic energy? This is so because $Q$ depends on vaporization and ionization, in a complex process involving plasma expansion and recombination. The grain speed determines not only the kinetic energy but also the time scale of the process, with incomplete recombination requiring short time scales. Indeed, for a grain of radius $a$ and mass density $\rho$, the incident kinetic energy $\rho (4\pi a^3/3) v^2/2$ encounters a surface $\pi a^2$ of the target during the time $\sim a/v$, yielding the power flux $P \sim \rho v^3$. With $\rho \simeq 2.5 \times 10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$ (typical for silicates), and $v \simeq 300$ km/s, this yields the huge power flux $W \sim 10^{20}$ W m$^{-2}$.

In the absence of laboratory calibrations or numerical simulations for impact ionization of high-speed nanodust, we have used the empirical relation \cite{80, 81}

$$Q_{(\text{Ch})} \simeq 0.7 m^{1.02}_{(\text{kg})} v^{3.48}_{(\text{km/s})}$$

whose application to fast nanodust is consistent with independent results as explained below. According to \eqref{10}, a 10 nm grain impacting at 300 km/s should produce a similar impact ionisation charge as a grain more massive by 3 orders of magnitude but less fast by a factor $\sim 7$. Even though this relationship was not calibrated for nanodust, it is remarkable that the initial (incorrect) identification of Jovian dust streams by traditional dust detectors based on calibrations \cite{60}, and the final (correct) identification based on dynamics (grains of mass smaller by 3 orders of magnitude but moving 5-10 times faster \cite{61}), have similar values of the quantity $mv^{3.5}$. This suggests that this calibration holds also approximately for fast nanodust. Note also that impact ionisation yields of materials relevant for the STEREO and Cassini spacecraft have been reported recently for microdust at speeds below 40 km/s \cite{82}. Extrapolating these results for nanodust impacting at 300 km/s produces charges of the same order of magnitude as those given by \eqref{10}. We estimate that using \eqref{10} for fast nanodust introduces an uncertainty of about a factor of ten.

The measurement of the power spectrum due to the pulses of amplitude \eqref{9} with the calibration \eqref{10} has enabled us to detect Jovian nanodust streams with the Cassini/RPWS low-frequency receiver \cite{62}, simultaneously to the detection of these particles by the Cosmic Dust Analyser onboard the spacecraft Cassini and Galileo \cite{83}.

The serendipitous discovery of fast nanodust in the solar wind at 1 AU \cite{6} by the frequency receiver of the instrument STEREO/WAVES, designed to study solar radio emissions, came as a surprise because the detection was not made by traditional
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dust detectors. This detection should not, however, have been surprising since i) the production of such particles in the inner heliosphere by collisional fragmentation of larger dust and their acceleration to high speeds was suggested a few years before [84], ii) the flux detected was compatible with the extrapolated interplanetary dust model [89], and iii) the detection via impacts on the spacecraft surface is much more sensitive than traditional dust detectors since the collecting area and solid angle are larger by several orders of magnitude.

![Figure 5. Cumulative flux of interplanetary dust and bodies near 1 AU from the Sun. The superposition of models for dust ([89], continuous line), small bodies ([90], dashed), and collisional equilibrium \( \propto m^{-5/6} \) (dotted), is reproduced from [47], with measurements of nano dust by [6], [85], [86] and [87] superimposed.]

The STEREO discovery was confirmed by detailed studies of the data from the two independent parts of the WAVES instrument: the low frequency receiver [86] and the time domain sampler [85], as well as onboard another spacecraft: Cassini [87]. Indeed, during the one month period when the Cassini/RPWS instrument was turned on near 1 AU before reaching Jupiter and Saturn, the low-frequency receiver (using the antennas in monopole mode) was able to measure the power spectrum produced by the pulses given by (9) with a flux compatible with the STEREO measurements [87] (figure 5).

It is important to note that the dust detection via recollection of the impact charges by the spacecraft requires the antennas to be used in monopole mode in order for them to detect the pulses in spacecraft potential [72]. Unfortunately, many wave instruments use instead the antennas as dipoles, which measure the voltage between two antenna arms, because this provides a greater sensitivity and a better calibration.

In that case, the antennas can still detect voltage pulses produced by dust impacts - albeit by other mechanisms. First, if the antennas have a large surface area, they can collect some of the charges produced by impacts on the spacecraft or on their own surface. Second, the ions of the impact plasma cloud (remaining after recollection of
the electrons by the positively charged spacecraft) can produce a voltage perturbation on an antenna close to the impact site, which is generally much smaller than (9) and in practice only detectable for large grains [72], except when these impact charges close to an antenna can perturb the photoelectron sheath surrounding it, in which case they can produce large voltage pulses, as was observed on STEREO [85, 73, 88].

Indeed, because of the intense solar radiation, a body in the solar wind tends to eject much more photoelectrons than it collects ambient electrons (section 3); equilibrium therefore requires that most photoelectrons remain trapped by the (positive) body’s potential, producing a photoelectron sheath around it, of radius roughly the photoelectron Debye length \( L_{Dph} \sim 0.5 \text{ m at } 1 \text{ AU} \). As photoelectrons move outwards from the surface of an antenna of radius \( r_a \ll L_{Dph} \) along their balistic orbits in the photoelectron sheath, their transverse energy decreases rapidly (conservation of angular momentum obliges). Hence the electric field perturbation produced by the dust impact charges is sufficient to eject the photoelectrons from their trapped trajectories. This interrupts momentarily the photoelectron return current on a fraction \( l/L \) of the antenna, producing a voltage pulse [73, 88]

\[
\delta V_{ph} \simeq \Gamma(k_BT_{ph}/e)(l/L)
\]

This latter mechanism, which affects only one antenna arm and thus produces a pulse detected both in monopole and dipole mode, requires two conditions to operate: first, an adequate antenna geometry, as is the case for the STEREO antennas lying close to the spacecraft (which has plane faces), in contrast to other interplanetary probes carrying wave instruments; second, the antenna radius must be large enough for the interruption of the photoelectron current to produce a detectable voltage pulse [88].

The interplanetary nanodust fluxes detected near 1 AU on STEREO/WAVES [6, 85, 86] and Cassini/RPWS [87] by these mechanisms are shown in figure 5, superimposed to the flux models for interplanetary dust [89] and small bodies [90]. Both STEREO and Cassini measured large variations in flux - reaching two orders of magnitude, at several time scales. This is not surprising, given the expected variations in nanodust production [92] and the ubiquitous fluctuations in the solar wind properties that determine the Lorentz force governing nanodust dynamics [10, 48, 36, 91].

6. What next?

Most nanodust detections in the solar system were performed by instruments not designed to do so; in particular, neither the cosmic dust analyzers nor the wave instruments onboard solar system space probes in operation are calibrated for nanodust detection. Hence several major questions about these particles are still pending. Among them are the composition, physical state and lower size limit of interplanetary nanodust. The composition of nanodust streams coming from the environments of Jupiter [93] and Saturn [63] have been studied in detail (see e.g. [8]); the size distribution of the smaller nanodust in Titan’s ionosphere (see e.g. [57]) and in the Enceladus plume have also
been measured [59], and found to agree with the size limitations discussed in Section 2.7 [26]. But this is not so for the interplanetary nanodust, for which there is presently no dedicated detector in operation, although such an instrument is being developed [94]. In particular, the smallest size is presently unknown, even though we can derive an educated guess for electrostatic disruption of nanograins charged by photoelectron emission near 1 AU, using (3), (5), and (2): for an interplanetary grain of tensile strength $S$, the minimum radius is expected to be $a_{\text{min}} \simeq (0.5 - 1)(S/10^9 \text{ N m}^{-2})^{-1/2} \text{ nm}$.
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